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M m C T :  An optical cornmun~cat~on sq\tsrn 14 dis~iciseJ - r  
which electromagnetic energy as communlcdied ir-n , iource 
to a recelver through a gastight structure Tii'~d ga\ il c : ~  
as carbon dlox~de, at  a selected pressure Thc L ~ L S F ~  idl. i~ 
tint f reque~cy and with a crltlcal powel ~ L O C  PC 10 ~.L?dt he 
energy which passes through the gas m trapped rn l",,mr c r 
a constant dzarneter beam 'The energy a i b ~  mnLIsdti. .i caa, - 
lated electromagnetic energy at  a cr~tlcaP p i M e r  vc1 i n  2 ~ 5  :lr,a 
P,, but at  a frequency h~gher than tne first f ccjeency ~~,-iercb- d 
the modulated energy ss also trapped sap ahc: u e ~ r s  I r \.e;a 
through the gas-filled structure 
3,575,602 
1 2 
OPTICAL mEQUENCY WAVEGUIDE AND tion. With the present invention, the iaser can be piaeed quite 
TRANSMSSION SYSTEM remote from the target area yet will permit higher power den- 
sities and smaller beam width. This latter feature wili permit 
The described herein relates to a communication system greater freedom of movement in the \work area and will also 
and is a division of copending patent application entitled "Op- 5 permit a single laser to power several work areas at the same 
tical Frequency Waveguide and Transmission System," Ser. time. 
No. 494,739. Therefore, an object of this inventiora is to provide a safe op- 
This invention relates to waveguides, and more particularly tical frequency waveguide. 
to an optical frequency waveguide that is self-generating. Another object of the present invention is to provide an op- 
A beam of electromagnetic radiation when launched and 10 tical frequency power transmission system. 
directed through any material necessarily diffracts. Beam h o t h e r  object of this invention is to provide a muIlicR;an- 
spreading, which results from diffraction, between source and riel optical frequency waveguide structure. 
receiver limits achievable power density appearing at the 
~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~  object ofthis invention is to provide a low 19s opt;- 
receiver and prevents very small beam transmission even over cal frequency waveguide. 
short distances. The subject therefor of the present invention 
~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~  object ofthis invention is to provide a in- 
is diffractionless transmission of electromagnetic radiation by destructible transmission medium for optical energy, 
forming a dielectric waveguide between source and receiver. 
~~~~h~~ object of the present invention is to provide an op- 
Diffractionless transmission finds application in power trans- tical frequency power transmission system, 
mission, communication, bloodless surgery, machinery, and 20 Another object of the present invention is to an op- 
many other fields of endeavor. tical frequency power distribution system. 
Transmitting large quantities of electric power requires Another object of this invention is to a waveguide 
rather substantial transmission systems. Low frequency trans- capable of handling very high energy, 
mission necessarily involves operating at elevated voltages Another object of this invention is providl: an a3pticai 
which produce losses due to corona. Direct current transmis- 25 frequency waveguide that effectively i:~jminates :he condarc. 
sion of power also involves losses due to resistance heating. of unwanted low frequency signals, Power transmission can be accomplished at optical frequen- of the present invention is a coFi. 
cies with minimal losses and is the subject of the present in- bination power and transmission, 
vention. Another object of the present invention is to prci"~i3e an op- Optical frequency energy cannot be transmitted through the 30 tical frequency bloodless surgical cutting and ceii ilestaoyii~g 
atmosphere [or two obvious reasons. First, the possibility ex- 
system, is& that someone or something such as an aircraft could inter- 
object of the present inverai:iotl is to provide an oP. 
cept the beam. Such an interceptor would be seriously injured tical frequency machining, drilling, anal cutting 1001. 
or even destroyed. Second, atmospheric aberrations, due to Other objects and features of the present invention wii: be 
changing weather conditions and the like, could cause the 35 better understood from the following specification when read beam of optical frequency energy to be diffracted such that in connection with the attached drawings which: the energy be directed to some unwanted target causing FIG. 1 shows an optical power ePansmissiori damage and interrupting power transmissions. In either event, 
system. it wousd be unsafe to transmit 'ptica' energy through the at- FIG, 2 shows an frequency mwl~ic.aniilel transmis- 
mosphere. An immediate suggestion would then be to confine 40 
the beam of energy within a pipe or other safe medium, such 'ystem' 
as a fibre optical or light pipe. FIG. 3 shows a light beam of diameter D with its associaiecl: 
Light pipes could not be used for the transmission of large of 
of energy because the material from which the pipe FIG. 4 shows diffraction of a ray as it strikes tk~e bersi~ciar> 
is made is lossy and would seriously the beam and 45 between materials of differing indices c i  refr'sacrion. 
even melt. Furthermore, it would be nearly impossible FIG. 5 shows a laser directing a br:am of optical cncl-g) 
to make a (flaws cause or absorb energy, through a slab of homogeneous material and emerging 
which in turn produces local heating that may melt the'pipe) therefrom. 
pipe of any appreciable length, such as twenty feet, let FIG. 4 is a table of critical power and related factors con?- 
alone several miles. If such a pipe could be fabricated, it would 50 puted for various materials. 
soon develop fatal defects of crazing or cracking and such FIG. 7 is a laser bloodless surgical cutting device. 
does not lend itself to splicing in the field. At the An electromagnetic beam of optical frequency r:i'suffi,cieni 
junction of two sections reflections would The present power and proper diameter when directed into a dielectric 
invention, on the other hand, provides a safe medium to trans- medium will produce its own dielectric waveguide and wiil 
port large quantities of optical frequency power with negligi- 55 propagate through said dielectric without spreading. This will 
ble loss. ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  with the transmission vehicle being a occur in materials in which the dieiecltric constants increase 
gas, such a system lends itself to easy repair and in many in- with field intensity but which are commoniy homogeneous i-, 
stances is self-repairing, (i,e, if the gas overheats or ionizes the absence of said electroma@etic radiation. 
the beam, it will be quickly replaced by the remaining Referring to FIG. 5, a laser 811 produces a high irn?.e~.,siry 
gas in the system). 60 beam 86, which is directed through a slab of material 82  
F~~ the same enumerated above, communication which can be solid, liquid, or gaseous, as will 5e described 
links optical frequencies must also be conducted over more fully as we proceed. The material within the confines of 
a medium which the present invention provides. Additionally, the beam undergoes certain changes due to the field ~ a d u c e d  
the present invention permits such communication by the laser beam. The material has a uniform dielectric c o ~ -  
links to be conducted over a single for the matter, a 65 stant n,84, in absence of an electric field. However, within rl-re 
power link and several comunication links may be con- , confines of the beam, the dielectric consrant increases to somc 
ducted over a single structure. value larger than nodue to the electric fiield. This causes effec- 
Drawing a comparison between the present invention and tively a tube of material with a higher dielectric ConsrtPnt. t~ 
comparable microwave waveguides, it is apparent that sub- develop within the original material corresponding (having a 
stantial savings can be realized with the present invention, for 70 shape and diameter) to that of the electrornagnetie &em. 
the elaborate machining, polishing, and even plating necessary Rays of energy 89 within the beam will hit the edges of this 
in microwave components is obviated. tube at the point of transition in the material having the higher 
In applications where lasers have been employed, such as dielectric constant to that area having the lower dielectric 
surgery and fine machining, to cut with a powerful beam, the constant and is refracted such that all of the energy within the 
laser was located very close to the target area to avoid diffrac- 75 beam is constantly reflected from the sides of the tube formed 
by the & e m  Therefore, this tube forms a waveguide which This is the result of our assumption that a is much less than 1. 
directs the energy ~nithln the beam and contains it therein. Substituting equations 8,7, and 3, we have: 
Ssimmasnly swakm,g, electromagnetic energy disturbs the a2 no 
dlelectrvc consunt of the material, causing the dielectric 
rnaeerral ro fom a waveguide whlch traps the beam of elec- 5 l-.Z>GGJB (9) 
ircmagnetac energy We note further the following equation obtains: 
~ h e - ~ r l n c s ~ i e s  upon which the waveguide is formed and 
pcnnsts can be better understood from its mathematical . - . 2 3 - = I - 2 ~ 2  
deve8opnnent Smt~mg this development we have Snell's Law, no+n2E2 no (10) 
whach 1s l0 if nzE2<<no. Also: 
n, sin 8pn, sin 8, 
. . 
in FIG. 4 we see a, ray of light 75 passing through one medi- 
um having a dielectric constant of n, 72 through a junction 78 15 can be reduced down and the signs reversed such that: 
with another material having a dielectric constant n, 78 and 
the beam is refracted. Angle of incidence 74 and angle of !?? ,>$ 
refraction 8, "3 results. Equation 1 summarizes this relation- no (12) 
skip, When the angle of refraction 73 becomes 90°, as shown Rearranging terms again, we have: 
in FIG, 5, the ray ir; totally reflected within the beam. When 20 
8,=",  en sin 871, and by substitution we have: no d E2>- - 
n2 2 (13) 
n, sin 8,=n, (2) The E in equation 13 now represents the critical field which 
Eqlaistlon 2 can be simplified by dividlng both sides of the will result in self-trapping of rays that make up the finite beam 
equatnon by n, and vie have: 25 which we wish to contain within its own waveguide. 
Proceeding a step further, we must now have a power cor- 
sin ~,=2 responding to this critical field. Such a critical power would be 
mi (3) equal to the product ofthe beam area times the Boynting vec- 
30 tor of the field times the speed of light. The area is represented 
Reiat~ag the Patter equauon to our system of self-generating by and the Poynting vector of the field is then the field 
uavegude as we have, n,=n,, the index of refraction of the en- F/8"Cin this equation represents the flow of power and the 
ixre homogeneous material. ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  we know the area presupposes that we have a uniform distribution of power 
~ ~ ~ e r ~ a l  wlthln the waveguide will have an index of refraction which is correct and for this ex- 
3ornethip.g greater than no, which we will find to be n,+nz EZ, 35 pression. We therefore have: 
.herefore n?,+nE2. The index of refraction is affected by m2 noE2 
?he  souarc of the field illuminating it and a factor. nr, which we p 0 = 4 ' ~ '  (14) 
. . 
~$111 f;nd later is largely due to eiectrostriction. W; will have The critical power by of equation reduces to: 
ibe foilhiwlng equation by substituting the above values in ,- 
equation 3:  
sin e i = l O . .  
no+n2EZ 
Substituting in equation 15 
Ref~rring to FIG 3, we have a beam of electromagnetic 
energy cf dumeter 0'52 shining upon a plane 53 having an 45 1.22X ff = ----- 
oncurins 65 and a beam of diameter D5S emerges therefrom. noD 
" " " 
We note that this beam has an angle of divergence a which is in which: is the wavelength, is the dielectric constant of 
designated 59. This angle of divergence a appears in any elec- the material, and D is the diameter of the beam, we further 
ironnagnctic wave in air, bur FIG. 3 serves to illustrate this 50 reduce: 
more effectively. If a ray 56 is parallel to a Iine 60 which forms 
the angle of divergence 59 with the beam 54, it will form an 
angle of incidence '74 with the normal and an angle $ critical (16) 
which is its compli:rnent. For the purposes of our develop- tothatof: 
merit? we can see idhat: 55 n 
U ") Equation 17 is an approximation which conforms very closely 
We can determine from the examination of FIG. 3 that the to more precise machine calculation. Indications are that a 
beam offinire diameter D55 has an angle of defraction a. If we 60 beam above a certain critical power, PC, will be trapped at a 
can maintain a ray !56 within the beam such that it will have an preselected diameter and not spread. This power level 
arigJe $ critical, which is greater than a,  then the angle of in- decreases with the square of the wavelength. For normal 
cadence Oi 74 will be such that ray 56 will be reflected back dielectric materials, the constant n2 is such that the critical 
ingo and remain within beam 54. In FIG. 3, a: and ei being power for trapping is within one or two orders of magnitude at 
compiementary angles then: 65 1 O6 for visible light, a power level commonly obtained in laser 
beams. For radio waves the longer wavelength makes the criti- 
cos a > cos$, (6) cal power for such materials unattainable at present. 
Knowing also that cos $,=sin 8 ,  by substitution: The nonlinear coefficient n2 is associated with high frequen- 
cv Kerr effects involving molecular orientation with electros- 
cos a > sin 6, ( 7 )  70 thction, and with nonliiearities due to electronic polarizabili- 
ty of the type which generates third harmonic waves in optical 
IBJI expansion are have: materials. For liquids, the first two effects are of comparable 
size and the third much smaller, as is indicated in the Table of 
ff 2 
eos a= l --+some insignificant terms FIG. 6. For solids, such molecular rotation is frozen out and 2 (8) 75 electrostrictive effects dominate. 
3,575,602 
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The beam when once trapped establishes a waveguide of ap- mospheres. lt is suggested that carbon dioxidc (COz) because 
propriate characteristics for its own conduction, any weak it has a more favorable index of refraction be used under a 
wave of higher frequency can also easily be shown to be con- pressure of 100 atmospheres. However, the pressure of the gas 
ducted but not one of lower frequency. The dielectric proper- is a function of beam power. When the beam power is high the 
ties of the waveguide are undisturbed to first order in the weak 5 pressure should be low, and vice versa. In a distribution 
fields as long as the beat frequency between it and the initial system, the main tmnk line should have a gas pressure as low 
wave is too high for the dielectric to respond. If the beat as one atmosphere and the branch lines should have a gas 
frequency is lower, then one has a waveguide of modulated pressure as high as 100 atmospheres. The t80rves the gas pres- 
dielectric constant and solutions for the two simultaneous sure, the lower the power abso~tption is. The absorption of 
waves are very complicated. 'This latter feature iliustrates that 10 power of a gas, even at its higher pressure, is negligible when 
a waveguide can be established by a very strong continuous compared to that of a or even a liquid. I ' 
beam and that comparatively weak signals of a higher frequen- pulsed ruby lasers readily produce the power required for 
CY are conducted through that waveguide. Consequently, a transmission: but this power is pulsed and avesaie power 
waveguide can be generated by one transmitter. while a 15 transmission is consequently very low. An array of,&hlirmm ar- 
second smaller transmitter is utilized for modulation and senide lasers gogeeher with a fi~re-opliccj far 
transmission of intelligence over that waveguide. gathering the power from each bean? and uitirnateEy rrecking 
Two waves differences are too the beam down until a very intense continuous light beam is dielectric response are more stably trapped than is a wave of a produced. The receiver for the sys"cem can any 
single frequency. This results from the increase in dielectric 20 photovoltaic substance such as lead sulfide; b;i? again an array 
constants of the waveguide produced by one wave which helps 
of gallium arsenide diodes which have a higher quantum effi- form the waveguide and is relatively unaffected by small per- 
turbations of the second wave and vice versa. ciency and would therefore be more desirable. Usc a f ! ~ s e r s  i s
me bble of FIG. 6 gives values for n, for and for elec- not essential, for the coherence and polarization are no: 
trost+tive e~ec t s ,  and a critical power for elec- necessary to effective operation. White ligb"lfie had zciequate 
trosrrictive done. F~~ K~~ effects, n2=z~3h where J 25 total power could also be used effectively <rnd car: he c?itaiacd 
is the high frequency Kerr constant due to molecular relation. from a power Rashtube or 
For electrostriction, Refening to FIG. 7, laser 91 directs optical l'requency ewr-  
gy through window 107 into pressure-tight container 92. &ells 
x2 
nz"16noB 105 is in the path olsaid laser beam and is insrailed i naovable 30 lens holder 106 pivoted about pedestal 99 nttac:l;i:ti to con- 
where 
PdG tainer 92. Lens holder I06 can be turned h\: hartdSe 108, or &=----.p 
d P  can bc rotated about pedestal 99, thus being ab:c it) cause beam 96 to traverse the entire target 9%. Bellows 102 main- 
is the density, I3 is the bulk modulus, and 6 is conductance. 35 tains convainer 92 pressure tight while lens ho!tle: 106 i s  
Referring to FIG. 1, we see a laser beam trapped within a raised up and d o w .  Gas. such as carbon dioxide, fills cirambe. 
medium contained with a pipe 11 1. The laser 12 transmits ener- 92 at a pressure of 100 atmospheres by way of inlet 93. 
gy to receivers 13 and 14, thus illustrating a power distribution Lens 1186 concentrates the optical frequenrcy beam ernanat- 
system. Some beam energy is tapped off by beam splitter 15. ing from laser 91 to a focal point midway betweet: lens 106 
The beam 21 breaks up into components 25 and 23. The first 40 and earget 95. fintense beam 96 of self trapped optical 
component of the beam travels to receiver 13, while thc frequency radiation is thereby formed. Target 95 chn be ~ m .  pa- 
second travels to receiver 14. It must be noted again, however, tient's body ready to be incised, beam 96 acting as a surgica! 
that the energy of the beam 25, if it must continue any knife. 
distance, must remain above the critical power, PCP,, as outlined The above system can be readily adapted i.0 niachlning. in the equations, to continue to have its ability for self qg Micrometer control of the lens system woalE<! kbavc ha i3e in- 
trapping and thereby form its own waveguide. traduced. Hz should be noted herc that power dtinsiiy r \ f  the 
Ordinarily power levels will be far above critical power beam and cfirical power for self-trapping are <Escinc"ron* one 
levels and the following techniques will be rendered unneces- ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~  7, power can be 
sary' However, communications 'ystems where power leveis preselected reiative wavelength, beafil diamercr :,i;;d sc 
may be above critical power may reqire some tor- 50 forth, such that a sufficiently high d...,siry hs tile 
rection. The gas pressure can be increased to reinstaFe self- pose of cutting is obtained. In other cases such as :owe: .~dns-  trapping, which will be amplified further in subsequent para- 
mission, power density should be kept lev/ i s?  o r d x  ti) graphs. Increasing the gas pressure on the other side of parti- 
tion 26 will permit beam 25 to continue without spreading. minimize heating. 
Referring to FfG. 2, we see a communications system utiliz- While we have described the above princi?lcs of our h e n -  
ing a single sfmcrure or a system of 55 tion in connection with specific apparatus, it k tc bc clcaily 
waveguides, Lasers 35, 39, and 36 transmit thmugh a pipe 31 understood that this description is only made by wa;: cl'cxarn- 
to receivers 37, 43, and 38, We note laser 35 forms a pSe and not as a limitation on the scope of o x  Iwiention a.s set 
beam which produces its ,own waveguide and continues forth in the objects thereof and in the accorn!?znyiog clainr"~. 
through to receiver 37. Laser 39 is inactive and produces no 60 We claim: 
beam and no resulting waveguide, 36 produces beam 42 1. An optical frequency communication systcm comprising: 
which creates its own waveguide and continues to S O U T C ~  eeansfor  providing electromagnetic energy at afirst 
receiver 38. The particular advantage here is that hazardous frequency and with critical power, deiinable as PC, and 
conditions of transmitting high power laser signals are avoided e?ectromagnekic energy at a second frequency higher 
by means of pipe 31. Furthermore, individual laser beams are 65 said first frequency; 
not dispersed and do not intermodulate with one another, receiving means disposed from said source means; and 
even though they travel a substantial distance. ~ b ~ i ~ ~ ~ l ~ ,  a a structure disposed between said source means and said 
substantial number of independent channels can be sent over receiving means and being filled with a material of a 
a common structure. preselected dielectric constanl which is a function of PC 
The structure of both embodiments above is preferably a 70 and said first frequency whereby the elect:omw=aic 
gas-filled steel pipe. The requisite power is very sensitive to energies from said source means passing through said 
pressure, as can be seen from an examination of the table of structure to said receiving means ate trapped in a bem of 
FIG. 6. Here we see that power required for self-trapping in air a preselected diameter. 
at  one atmosphere pressure is 100 times greater than that 2. An optical frequency communication system according 
required for self-trapping in air at  a pressure of 100 at- 75 to claim P wherein PC is not less than 
3,575,602 
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c 6. An optical frequency communication system according ( 1.22X)2s4n? to claim 1 wherein said source means com~rises first and 
second lasers, said first laser providing said energy at said first 
wherean 1s the wavelength of said first frequency, c is the frequency and said second laser providing modulated energy 
speed of hght and IT, is In the order of X106 wherein X is not at said second frequency. greater than 2 7. An optical frequency communication system according 3 An optical frequency communication system according 
to clarm Ii whereln said electromagnetic energy at said second 'laim wherein Pc is less than 
frequency is modulated and wherein said-structure is a c 
gs t igh t  structure and said material filling said structure is a (1.22X)264nz 
gas at a preselected controllable pressure. 
4, An frequency commun~cat~on system according where A is the wavelength of said first frequency, c is the speed 
 to claim 3 wherein .PC is not less than of light and n, is in the order of X1Q6 where X is not greater 
than 2. 
(1.22X)2&2 8. An optical frequency communication system according 
to claim 7 wherein said electromagnetic energy at said second 
wherein is the wavelength of said first frequency, c is the frequency is modulated and wherein said structure is a 
speed of light and n, is in the order of X1W where X is not gastight structure and said material filling said structure is a 
greater than 2. gas at a preselected controllable pressure. 
5. An optical frequency communication system according 20 9. An optical frequency communication system according 
to claim 4 wherein said gas is carbon dioxide. to claim 8 wherein said gas is carbon dioxide. 
